
2. Using Solitaire D Chart 
- Use the same criteria as O when selecting a good solitaire 

chart for the D. There are plenty to choose from, and more 
will added and of course you can come up with your own. 

- Roll a D20 and check the center section of the chart. It starts 
with Run, then Run Blitz, Basic Run etc. Look down the 
column for the down and distance. For example 1st and 10 
and a roll of 8 means the Defense is watching for a Pass 

- Roll a second D20, if the First roll called for a Run or Run 
Blitz, compare the second roll against where the defense is 
keying, Inside, Balanced or Outside.  

- If the First roll called for a Pass or Pass Blitz, compare the 
second roll against the depth they are covering, short, 
Interm, Medium or Long. 

- If the first roll calls for a Basic Run or Basic Pass you don’t 
need to roll a second dice. 

- Example: first roll of 8 means D is looking for a pass, a 
second roll of 12 means their are keying on an Intermediate depth, a roll of 13-19 would 
mean they are keying on a medium depth 

- Note the grey area just below the down and distance, it shows the formation that the Defense 
will use, 4-3, Nickel, Dime, Prevent. 

- Place a token the Defensive Team Chart indicating the play called, and if a Blitz is called, place 
a second token on the blitz column to remember to solve for the blitz too.
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1. Using Solitaire O Chart 
- Select the chart for the Offense. The example shows a Balanced. Team charts indicate the 

preferred style of Offense, but a good indicator are the number of running attempts. Teams 
with lower running attempts would pass more. Plus, it is ok to change a teams solitaire chart 
at any time during a game. For instance, in the last few minutes of a half, a team may want to 
Pass More, or if they are protecting a lead, they’d Run More. 

- Roll a D20 to determine the play, by looking down the column for down and distance 
- Roll a second D20 to determine the player involved in the play. 
- Example: first roll is an 8 which is a short pass. Because scr1-8 is below, roll the D20 again, if 

the roll is 1-8 then 
the O calls for a 
screen pass. The 
player selection roll 
is a 4, Nik Lewis 
would then be the 
target of the pass


